
Abhishek 
Sakhapariya

Sr manager
abhishek.sakhaparia@gmail.com

+91-9825984122 Linkedin Portfolio

Profile

Product management enthusiast coming with
horizontal consulting experience in talent and
business. I have worked in Agile environment and
have lead scrums to declutter and resolve
delivery challenges.

Skills

Excel, Python, SQL, Data analysis, Research, 
Reporting, Documentation

Education

Career Accelerator Program - Product 
management, Upraised
07/2022 – present

Bachelor's of Engineering (IT)
08/2005 – 05/2009

Courses

How Google does machine learning, Coursera
12/2018

Lunching in to machine learning, Coursera
12/2018

Certificates

Applied data science 1
Scientific computing and python (Dec 2020)

Extension vision AI program 2019-20
Phase 2

R programming

Professional Experience

Fellow, Upraised
06/2022 – present | Bengaluru, India

•PRD 1 - Duolingo - Increase vocal learning
•PRD 2 - MonsterIndia - CV Creator

Sr manager, Skillventory
05/2017 – present | Bengaluru, India

•Expanding to Sr consultant ownership
•Research and document vision for the roles 
and respective team to have enough data to 
share with potential candidates
•Be a single point of contact for multiple clients 
to communicate available roles for delivery 
and work with teams across geography to 
deliver
•Strategize structure to deliver on the role
•Engage with talent across multiple channels
•Create market report based on quantitative 
and subjective insights on the availability of 
talent in specific skill segments
•Help team members understand and devise 
strategies to deliver on the role
•Internal point of contact for system and 
infrastructure related issues
•Part of planning and allocation team, 
influencing the roles needing focus and the 
ideal team members who can work on the 
deliveries

Sr consultant, Skillventory
09/2014 – 04/2017 | Ahmedabad

•Research roles and build horizontal 
understanding of the tech stacks in focus
•Identify possible strategies to search and 
collect data
•Use various portal services to collect and 
document candidate data
•Engage with potential talent across various 
channels
•Help talent connect with respect HR counter 
parts
•Lead weekly scrum meets
•Create and deliver training to new team 
members
•Mentor team members
•Engage on calls with hiring managers and HRs 
to get first hand understanding on the 
expectations and brainstorm solutions around 
the potential challenges to the delivery 
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